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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a study on the use of computational 

thinking (CT) in early primary school. First grade primary 

school students were using a custom designed CT tool as 

part of their school lessons. The tool allowed for designing 

and delivering digital tasks with CT content coming from 

three subject areas with the goal of finding out how well 

students complete such tasks. The tasks were aligned with 

course contents and the curriculum and required students to 

choose, set or order CT primitives in an adequate way. The 

tool allowed for automated task solution evaluation in form 

of animations and visualizations reflecting the exact steps 

chosen by the students and prompting them to revise their 

choice if needed. The analysis of students’ task completion 

process reveals that CT tasks including object properties 

and problems with loops were the most demanding, and 

that prior mathematics and reading skills impact early 

primary students’ CT task completion performance across 

school subjects. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Mindstorms is a book written by Seymour Papert in which 

he argues for the benefits of teaching computer literacy 

(Papert, 1983). It was in this book that the term 

computational thinking (CT) was coined and since then 

modern CT initiatives have become the subject of 

worldwide attention. Due to the profound transformation of 

today’s society sparked by the rapid progress of digital 

technology, many educators and leaders started becoming 

interested in incorporating CT into education.   

Even though CT has a rich history, its broader recognition 

began in 2006 with an essay by Jeannette Wing (Wing, 

2006) in which she revived the previously coined CT 

phrase. CT was described as a general-purpose thinking 

tool which builds on natural and artificial information 

processes, and is about acknowledging limits in available 

resources, reducing problems to smaller parts, abstracting 

information and choosing appropriate problem and (or) 

solution representations. A few years later, the Cuny-

Synder-Wing definition was proposed describing CT as 

“the thought processes involved in formulating problems 

and their solutions so that the solutions are represented in a 

form that can be effectively carried out by an information-

processing agent” (Wing, 2010).  

Brennan and Resnick (Brennan & Resnick, 2012) argue 

there are three dimensions of CT: computational concepts, 

computational practices and computational perspectives. 

Computational concepts are congruent with the 

fundamental concepts of programming languages. 

Computational practices refer to practices developed during 

CT activities while computational perspectives show in 

what way has learner’s viewpoint changed after engaging in 

CT activities.  

Regardless of CT receiving considerable attention 

nowadays, there is little agreement on how it should be 

integrated and used in primary and secondary education. 

This paper aims at discussing the use of key CT concepts as 

proposed within Brennan and Resnick’s framework 

(Brennan & Resnick, 2012) with young primary school 

learners, with a special emphasis on the computational 

concepts dimension. A custom CT tool for early primary 

school learners along with the accompanying CT tasks 

covering the subject area of Mathematics, Science and 

Croatian language is proposed. This study examines how 

early primary school students completed CT tasks which 

include a variety of CT concepts and which were designed 

to cover the three subjects’ contents. 

2. COMPUTATIONAL THINKING 

CONCEPTS  
Some researchers have adopted an assessment approach to 

evaluating computational thinking through code generated 

by students. Brennan and Resnick proposed that students’ 

computational thinking competencies can be assessed 

through how they engage with computational concepts 

found in Scratch programming environment. The 

computational concepts are sequences, loops, parallelism, 

data, events, and conditionals (Brennan & Resnick, 2012). 

These computational concepts convey relevant vocabularies 

and notations to be used to describe computational 

processes such as ordering a list or how to do multiplication 

(Lu & Fletcher, 2009). For example, multiplication can be 

described as the number of loop iterations needed to add up 

the same number.  

Students use computational concepts to develop projects 

such as stories, animations, games, tutorials and musical 

instruments through programming (Resnick et al., 2009; 

Ruthmann, Heines, & Greher, 2010). Based on this, 

Moreno-León and his colleagues developed Dr Scratch to 

give feedback on different dimensions of computational 

thinking competency to teachers and students in their 

Scratch projects. The dimensions measured are abstraction, 

logical thinking, parallelism, data representation and 

algorithmic sequencing (Román-González, Pérez-González, 

& Jiménez-Fernández, 2017). 
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Table 1. CT tasks organized into five CT task groups. Each task covers one or two school subjects and up to several CT concepts. 

Group 

number 

Task number in 

group 

School subjects CT concepts 

1 1 Croatian language, Science Sequence, algorithm, recognition and 

removal of unnecessary steps 

2 Croatian language, Science Sequence 

3 Croatian language, Science Sequence, algorithm 

4 Croatian language Sequence, algorithm 

5 Croatian language Sequence 

2 1 

Science 

Object and its properties (sparrow) 

2 Object and its properties (frog) 

3 Object and its properties (bat) 

4 Object and its properties (hedgehog) 

5 Object and its properties (rabbit) 

6 Sequence, object and its properties  

3 1 - 4 
Mathematics 

Problem task  

(selecting steps of a path) 

5 - 8 
Croatian language, 

Mathematics 

Problem task  

(selecting the right steps of a path and 

identifying the correct goal) 

9 - 10 
Croatian language, 

Mathematics 

Problem task with loops (selecting the 

right steps of a path and identifying the 

correct goal)  

4 1 - 8 Mathematics Problem task (numbers 1-10) 

5 1 - 3 Mathematics Problem task (numbers 11-19) 

4 - 7 
Mathematics 

Problem task with loop  

(numbers 11-19) 

8 
Mathematics 

Problem task with combining two loops 

(numbers 11-19) 

 

This study focuses on the computational concepts CT 

dimension and examines several CT concepts implemented 

as CT Mathematics, Science and Croatian language subject 

tasks. Table 1 shows five groups of CT tasks which are 

aligned with the school subjects. By building on the 

presented state-of-the-art research in the field, a CT tool in 

form of a scaffolded environment with visualization and 

animation feedback on the proposed CT task solutions is 

designed, implemented and examined in early primary 

school contexts. 

3. METHODS AND TOOLS 
The study was conducted on a sample of 23 primary first 

grade students 7 to 8 years old, who study in a 

neighborhood primary school in Croatia. There were 12 

female and 11 male students in this study. The study 

included five groups of computational thinking tasks (Table 

1) and was carried out within the period of two months 

(May-June 2017), with each task group taking place on a 

single day and taking 2-3 hours of direct student time. Each 

student was using an individual tablet of his or her choice 

(an Android, iOS or Windows tablet) to complete the tasks. 

Multiple tasks per group were designed with the help of the 

class teacher, so that they relate to the courses taught in first 

grade of Croatian primary schools and make use more 

contextualized and meaningful to the students.  

To scaffold task delivery and collect usage data, a CT tool 

in form of a block-based visual environment in which 

students drag-and-drop blocks into a scripting pane to build 

a solution was designed. Such an environment is inspired 

by similar research targeting young children (Wilson & 

Moffat, 2010) and should reduce the efforts and challenges 

of learning programming and the underlying computational 

concepts such as sequence or objects. The tool included a 

narrative in form of a virtual character named Matko the 

robot, guiding students in the CT tool usage. 

   

Figure 1. Left hand side: user interface of the CT tool 

presented in this study; right side: enlarged toolbox - an 

extraneous element not to be used in completing the task (in 

red color). 

The tool was built on top of Blockly.js framework and its 

user interface is composed of the following elements: the 

toolbox (the surface with blocks available for use in the 

current task), the working area (the surface on which 

students provide the solution), control button for starting 

the current task evaluation process, control button for 
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deleting all blocks on the working area and the control 

button for displaying or hiding the current CT task text 

(Figure 1, left-hand side, blue button). 

Since the participants were young and English was not their 

mother tongue, the tool interfaces were developed in 

Croatian language. Each student task attempt as well as the 

sequence of steps undertaken in solving a task were 

recorded (logged) (i.e. types of blocks she used, how did 

she connect them, when did she use them etc). 

4. USING THE COMPUTATIONAL 

THINKING TOOL  
The CT tool designed as part of this study is typically used 

by engaging in these steps: (1) the identification of suitable 

computational primitives from the toolbox, (2) placement 

and sequencing of the primitives onto the working area, (3) 

starting the solution evaluation via the control button, (4) 

examining the evaluation (visualization or animation) 

provided by the system, (5) modifying the primitives choice 

via the control buttons and (6) using the control buttons to 

open the next task (Figure 2).  

 

Figure 2. The CT tool usage process. 

After a student identifies the suitable primitives in the step 

1), and places blocks as part of the solution onto the 

working area in the step 2), and presses the control button 

to start the evaluation (step 3)), the tool automatically 

evaluates all student actions and data and provides 

feedback information about the current solution in form of 

an animation or visualization (step 4)) consisting of 

multiple steps to represent the chosen sequence of CT 

primitives.  

In the first task group (see Table 1 for all task groups and 

the corresponding CT tasks), students were given sets of 

steps of certain well known algorithms, such as the recipe 

for making bread, as CT primitives, and were asked to 

place them in order. Some tasks had extraneous steps listed, 

which students needed to recognize and eliminate from 

their final solution (Figure 1, right-hand side). Once CT 

primitives are chosen and sequenced, the animation or 

visualization is run to represent the solution proposed by 

the student (Figure 3). It is to be noted that in the case of an 

incorrect step choice or sequencing done by the student, the 

displayed animation will reflect the incorrect choice (i.e. 

recipe/algorithm for making bread will intentionally be 

displayed in the wrong sequence and an indication to 

students will be given – right hand side of Figure 7).  

 

Figure 3. An animation displayed to a student 

following the choice of primitives and their placement and 

sequencing on the working area (task group 1 – recipe for 

making bread task). 

Each task from the second task group had a dedicated 

animal well known to the students. To correctly solve a 

task, students needed to recognize which properties belong 

to an animal set in the task, for instance how many legs a 

frog has. In this task group, following a student primitives 

choice, animal properties are visualized step by step (Figure 

4) in the central working area, prompting students to 

examine and reiterate their initial object property choice if 

needed.  

 

Figure 4. Choosing animal properties within an animal 

frog object representation (left hand side). A visualization 

displayed to a student following the choice of primitives on 

the working area (task group 2 – legs and feathers as 

incorrectly chosen properties of a frog). 

To correctly complete a task from the third task group, 

students needed to define the path a bunny should use to get 

to the goal. In this task group, feedback provided to the 

students, after they submitted their task solution, consists of 

an animated bunny traversing the map according to the 

primitives sequence provided by the student (Figure 5). 

Some of the tasks from the third task group had multiple 

goals drawn, and the students needed to distinguish which 

goal should their bunny reach based on the supplied task 

text. The text specified whether the goal was the 

largest/smallest or left/right in relation to their bunny on the 

displayed map, which students needed to read, comprehend 

and apply in their solution. 

The fourth and fifth task groups consisted of mathematics 

tasks where the students were given a start value and asked 

to supply the correct sequence of steps corresponding to 

adding or subtracting the pre-selected numbers to reach the 

correct end solution. Although in this task group the 

students needed to reach the correct solution by applying 

mathematical formulae, they were required to choose the 

right loop CT primitive to reach the final solution. The 
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steps were selected by choosing the right blocks, where 

some of the blocks were simple operations (e.g. “Create 

number 11”, “Add 5”), while the others included repetitions 

(e.g. “Repeat two times”). The fourth task group included 

the addition and subtraction of numbers from 1 to 10, while 

the fifth group included the addition and subtraction of 

numbers from 10 to 19. In both task groups, animated 

visual representations of mathematical equation elements 

related to each solution step of the calculation are shown to 

students (Figure 6). The right hand side the Figure 6 shows 

one of the expressions being calculated (1+1), currently 

chosen number to be added (+1 in blue color), and the end 

result (=2 in purple color). 

 

Figure 5. An animation displayed to a student 

following the choice of primitives and their placement and 

sequencing on the working area (task group 3 – guiding a 

bunny towards the goal). 

  

Figure 6. The animation displayed to a student 

following the choice of primitives and their placement and 

sequencing on the working area (task group 4 and 5 – 

assembling a formula and providing its result).  

In all task groups, after a solution has been visualized or 

animated to a student, a message about its correctness is 

shown to the student completing the task (Figure 7). If the 

task was solved correctly, student should continue with the 

next task should one be available. If the provided solution 

is incorrect, student should choose to complete the task 

again.  

  

Figure 7. Feedback message after evaluating solution 

proposed by a student (left hand side – a correctly 

completed task, right hand side – an incorrectly completed 

task). 

5. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
The CT tool presented in this paper allowed for detailed 

data collection of students’ usage and performance data for 

each CT task group and its corresponding subjects and 

tasks. The collected data for each student for all five CT 

task groups included (1) the time students needed to 

complete a task, (2) the total number of attempts for a task, 

(3) the number of successful attempts for a task and (4) the 

number of unsuccessful attempts for a task (Table 2).  

Table 2. Overall statistics of the collected data for all 

tasks across all five CT task groups. 

 Mean SD 

Single task completion time (per 

student) (seconds) 
62.49 19.14 

Task completions (attempts per 

student) 
78 25 

Successful task completions 

(attempts per student) 
35 12 

Unsuccessful task completions 

(attempts per student) 
43 18 

 

The analysis indicates that, on average, students engaged in 

a single task for about one minute and, on average 

completed more than 70 tasks over the course of all 5 

lessons and, on average, had slightly more unsuccessful 

attempts than the successful ones, with the mean success 

rate being M=0.46 (SD=0.11, N=23). The total time 

students spent on dealing with repeated solutions attempts 

amounted to only around 15% of the overall task 

completion time. 

Table 3 indicates students spent most of time on engaging 

in the Science subject and on completing science tasks. 

What is more, in the Science subject students had the most 

successful and unsuccessful per-task attempts, with the 

unsuccessful attempts reaching high value of 2.48 attempts 

per task. These figures come with large standard deviation 

(SD) values indicating large between-student differences.  

On average students spent as much as 243 seconds on 

completing CT tasks with object properties and only 68 

seconds on completing problem tasks (the time includes all 

attempts in completing a single task). The difference is 

notable in per-task completion time as well, which is 

around two times larger in favor of object properties. The 

analysis indicates that the CT concept of object properties 

had the largest values of successful and unsuccessful task 

attempts, with substantial SD observed. SDs both in the 

case of object properties and problem tasks were high. 

When solving tasks related to the sequence and object 

properties CT concepts a high number of successful and 

unsuccessful attempts was exhibited by the students. In the 

case of recognition and removal of unnecessary steps CT 

concept, SD for the total completion time was extremely 

high, indicating large differences in student performance.  
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Table 3. The analysis of total completion time, per task time and the number of successful and unsuccessful attempts for 

school subjects and specific CT concepts (time is indicated in seconds). 

 

Total 

completion 

time (mean) 

Total 

completion 

time (SD) 

Per task 

completion 

time (mean)  

Per task 

completion 

time (SD) 

Succ. 

attempts 

(mean) 

Succ.atte

mpts 

(SD) 

Unsucc. 

attempts 

(mean) 

Unsucc. 

attempts 

(SD) 

Croatian language 143.67 49.46 62.76 23.31 0.99 0.58 0.97 0.43 

Mathematics 94.72 49.59 41.79 21.93 0.85 0.38 0.76 0.49 

Science 208.19 88.50 65.18 33.49 1.19 0.54 2.48 1.75 

Sequence 167.42 78.12 68.34 38.35 1.11 0.97 1.01 0.68 

Algorithm 161.60 130.02 70.27 50.11 0.75 0.44 1.00 0.92 

Recogn. and rem. 

of unnec. steps 

137.46 154.92 53.63 48.24 0.87 0.63 1.17 1.70 

Object properties 242.57 103.09 69.79 36.93 1.36 0.72 3.25 2.64 

Problem task 68.28 62.00 33.76 23.23 0.85 0.35 0.64 0.58 

Problem task with 

loops 

166.48 109.53 63.61 46.86 0.86 0.54 1.09 1.00 

 

In the remainder of the analysis, the time and the number of 

successful and unsuccessful attempts were correlated with 

the students’ skills in mathematics and the prior reading 

difficulty variable to check how student academic 

performance relates to their CT task performance. The 

teacher was asked to assess students’ knowledge of 

mathematics on a scale from 1 to 10 prior to the study 

onset. The mean value for all students’ mathematics 

knowledge was M=7.91 (SD=1.62). Reading difficulty was 

indicated by the teacher in 6 out of 23 students. 

The correlation analysis, presented in Table 4, shows that 

students with good prior mathematics skills on general take 

more time and have more successful attempts in solving 

language CT tasks. On the other hand, students with 

identified reading difficulty are less successful in language 

task. For the Science subject, mathematics skills contribute 

to shorter completion time, while the students with reading 

difficulty spent more time on Science tasks. Interestingly, 

there were no correlations of mathematics and reading 

skills with the students’ Mathematics subject performance. 

In regards to the CT concepts, students with better 

mathematics skills are in general more successful in 

algorithms and have fewer unsuccessful attempts in solving 

problems tasks CT concept tasks. They spend less time on 

object properties and problem tasks. Students with reading 

difficulty had less successful attempts in algorithm tasks 

and take more time in completing object properties and 

problem tasks. Surprisingly, students with reading difficulty 

were more successful and took less time in problem tasks 

with loops, however this result warrants for more research. 

6. DISCUSSION 
Early primary school children participating in this study 

were very enthusiastic about solving computational 

thinking tasks and were able to learn how to use the CT tool 

almost instantly. Researchers observed that children love 

the narrative of a robot named Matko which was the main 

avatar in the utilized CT tool. When solving the CT tasks, 

students on average failed slightly more times than they 

were successful, but they completed the repeated attempts 

very quickly and helped each other in the process. 

One of the key findings of this study is the identified 

relationship between students’ mathematics and language 

skills in completing CT tasks. Young primary school 

children are just beginning their schooling and some of 

them still lack reading and mathematics skills which is 

found to affect their performance in the Croatian language 

and Science CT tasks. 

 

Table 4. The correlation of school subjects and CT concepts with students’ mathematics skills and reading difficulty.  

Subject/CT concept Mathematics skills Reading difficulty 

Croatian language Avg. completion time r=0.419* 

Num. of successful attempts r=0.470* 

Num. of successful attempts r=-0.453*  

Science Tot. completion time r=-0.521* Tot. completion time r=0.438* 

Algorithms  Num. of successful attempts r=0.478* Num. of successful attempts r=-0.503* 

Object properties  Avg. completion time r=-0.501* 

Tot. completion time r=-0.638** 

Tot. completion time r=0.564** 

Problem tasks Avg. completion time r=-0.461* 

Tot. completion time r=-0.547** 

Num. of unsuccessful attempts r=-0.434* 

Avg. completion time r=0.435* 

Tot. completion time r=0.481* 

Problem tasks with 

loops 

Num. of successful attempts r=0.563** Tot. completion time r=-0.446* 

Num. of successful attempts r=-0.463* 

*p<0.05, **p<0.001 
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Young primary school children need to have adequate 

reading skills to interact with CT primitives used in 

courses other than Mathematics more successfully (this 

was especially the case with the Science subject). 

Classroom observations during the in-class CT activities 

show students had less issues with using the tool 

interfaces and understanding how to manipulate the 

primitives than with understanding and applying some of 

the used vocabulary (i.e. the words up/down/left/right). 

This extended the students’ time in completing the CT 

tasks and indicates that more interactive forms of content 

representation such as the puzzles or board games might 

be suitable for young students. Nevertheless, the 

identified gap proved as a great opportunity for teacher or 

peer facilitation of student work, whereby students get 

engaged in the task completion process even more. 

In this study prior mathematics skills are identified as an 

important prerequisite in young children’s successful and 

timely CT task completion across all subjects. With 

almost all CT concepts (algorithms, object properties and 

problem tasks) better mathematics skill was related to 

more success in solving CT tasks, and usually in less 

time. Such findings indicate conceptual similarities 

between the areas of mathematics and CT skills and 

warrant an adequate curriculum alignment of the 

Mathematics subject and other subjects using CT. 

Students were fast and successful in completing 

mathematics CT tasks, with the exception of mathematics 

problems with the double loop CT concept, which proved 

to be fairly complex for young primary school learners. 

The CT concept of object properties caused 

misconceptions leading to most time spent and the largest 

proportion of successful and unsuccessful attempts. 

Classroom observations indicate students often reverted 

to trial and error method of completing such tasks since 

they found them both conceptually difficult and 

challenging to read and process. 

The presented findings consistently indicate large 

differences between young students in solving CT tasks. 

It seems some students still struggle with basic language 

knowledge and basic mathematics, even though they are 

in the second semester of the 1st grade. On the other 

hand, some students are already doing well in language 

and mathematics, or were exposed to computer games 

and other computational tools at home or in kindergarten, 

leading to better CT task success. Such differences were 

alleviated with a small amount of scaffolding from the 

teachers or classmates, with all students being able to 

catch-up, excel and have inspiring aha-moments 

connecting previously unknown task elements. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 
The paper presented a study on computational thinking 

use in early primary school. The findings indicate reading 

and mathematics skills play an important role in students’ 

CT task performance. Mathematics skills are of great 

importance and they help students in completing CT tasks 

in subjects such as language and science. Reading 

difficulty presents an issue when young children are to 

process more complex CT tasks, warranting for 

contingency in terms of teacher and peer scaffolding. 

Large variation in students’ performance seeks for an 

approach in which CT tasks of varied difficulty are used. 
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